In case you didn't know, the Rebel Underground has more than one voice. Take your pick. We welcome all good Rebels into the act. We doubt if any of the Rebel Underground literary efforts will win a Pulitzer prize.

We are delighted to have Joe Gough back in school. Hope the conditions for his readmission were not too severe. "Mum" is the word.

SPECIAL TO JACK LYNCH:

The Judicial Council voted 5 to 0 against Joe's dismissal. There is a difference between voting to dismiss charges against Joe and voting to put him on probation. In addition, we suggest that the Judicial Council follow the regulations set forth in the ASB Code.

This Nation is indebted to those University students who refuse to accept "Kennedy's four million dollar coon". At the risk of expulsion and Sidna's "Pulitzer" pen, they have maintained constant pressure on "said" coon.

Meredith's exit does not signal the end of this battle but just of this skirmish. The "Rebel Underground" is dedicated to unceasing resistance to racial amalgamation and will be ready for the next attempt.

The Rebel Underground has already spread to other schools which anticipate attempts at mongrelization.

The one court that out ranks the Supreme Court is the court of public opinion.

Yours for racial integrity,

READ AND PASS ON